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The results of theoretical and experimental investigations of the spectra of and the kinetic phe-
nomena occurring in materials with magnetic-impurity states on impurities with a finite-range
potential are reviewed. The spectra of magnetic-impurity states for different types of negative ions
in strong magnetic fields are studied: weakly bound electron with an isotropic effective mass,
negative ion with a markedly anisotropic electronic energy spectrum, and the H~ system. The
current status of the theory of transverse galvanomagnetic phenomena, stemming from the inter-
action of carriers with neutral impurities having a potential with a finite range, is discussed.
Current theoretical and experimental results concerning oscillation effects in quantizing magnet-
ic fields on different types of negative ions in semimetals and semiconductors are compared.
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1. INTRODUCTION por a iong tjme tjje study of impurity states of carriers
The need to examine the interaction of charge carriers and kinetic phenomena in substances with such states in

with impurities in strong magnetic fields arises in the study quantizing magnetic fields was primarily restricted to prob-
of various phenomena occurring in astrophysical objects, lems involving a Coulomb impurity potential. At the same
plasmas, and solids. The specific feature of this interaction is time, the nature of the MI states of charge particles in an
the possibility of the appearance of special quantum-me- impurity potential with a finite range remained little studied,
chanical states, whose structure is determined by both the This is explained to a large extent by the fact that such states,
magnetic field and the specific form of the impurity poten- in contrast to Coulomb states, are realized under much more
tial. Such magnetic-impurity (MI) states can, under certain stringent conditions: at low temperatures and low impurity
conditions, determine all the kinetic properties of the mate- concentrations. For this reason, the available experimental
rial, leading to a series of new physical phenomena: nontri- data for a long time did not provide a strong enough stimulus
vial oscillatory dependences of the kinetic coefficients on the for intensive theoretical research in this field,
intensity of the magnetic field, both in static and time-depen- The existence of MI states of an electron on neutral
dent electromagnetic fields; very peculiar behavior of the impurities was first pointed out by Bychkov in I960.1 He
longitudinal and transverse conductivities and coefficients predicted that in the presence of a magnetic field, an arbi-
of absorption at low temperatures, where resonance effects trarily shallow, attractive impurity potential, even one with
appear in scattering of carriers by the MI states; formation of zero range, binds a charged particle. The experimental con-
additional channels for resonance absorption, etc. firmation of the possibility of the formation of such states,
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however, was obtained only in 1967 by Brandt and Lyubu-
tina,2 who observed beats in the de Haas-van Alfven effect in
bismuth, due to the appearance of MI states of carriers on
neutral impurities. A series of experiments, indicating the
determining role of such states in the kinetics of low-tem-
perature processes, then followed.3"5 These experiments
provided the stimulus for constructing a consistent theory of
such phenomena, which also turned out to be much richer
than in the case of the Coulomb impurity potential. This is
explained, first of all, by the great variety of energy spectra of
MI states on impurities with finite radius resulting from the
large number of different ratios which are possible between
the radius of the screening impurity, the Bohr radius aB, and
the magnetic radius, which in real materials vary over wide
ranges. Second, the dynamics of the behavior of such MI
energy levels is much more sensitive to the change in the
magnetic field intensity and the depth of the impurity poten-
tial than in the analogous situation of the Coulomb problem.
Third, aside from the magnetic field and the form of the
impurity potential, the nature of the MI states is determined
by the specific band structure of the material, which is most
strongly manifested precisely in the MI states of a potential
with finite range. Thus, for example, for a markedly aniso-
tropic effective mass of charge carriers, the number of MI
levels itself is controlled by the magnitude of the anisotropy
parameter for the effective mass. The scattering of charged
particles by neutral impurities in a quantizing magnetic field
is also very curious, since the energy dependence of the scat-
tering amplitude of an electron scattered by an isolated im-
purity reflects all the details of the structure of the spectrum
of MI states.

The properties of the energy spectra indicated above are
manifested directly in the kinetic coefficients, which are de-
termined by the interaction of carriers with neutral impuri-
ties. Resonance effects of scattering of carriers, due to the
presence of MI states, lead to the appearance of peaks or
"troughs" in the absorption coefficient in certain frequency
intervals. In static fields, when the carrier energies corre-
spond to the energies of the MI levels, a change occurs in the
temperature-field dependences of the kinetic coefficients—
the longitudinal and transverse conductivities, in accor-
dance with the different character of the electron-impurity
interaction in different temperature ranges. This also con-
cerns the dependence of the coefficient of absorption in
many materials: in some regions of the magnetic field inten-
sity H, the growth in the absorption can be replaced by a
drop, related to the vanishing or appearance of MI levels
with a change in H. In materials with a markedly anisotropic
effective mass of carriers in a quantizing magnetic field, all
kinetic coefficients oscillate with a "nonstandard" (<x JW)
dependence of the period of oscillations on the magnetic
field intensity. The oscillations arise due to the displacement
of MI levels into the continuous spectrum and by the trans-
parency of the effective one-dimensional potential of impuri-
ties under conditions of an MI level with zero energy. Final-
ly, we note that the temperature-field dependences of the
conductivities are largely determined by the depth of the
potential (U ) of neutral impurities and, in addition, in certain

situations they exhibit an oscillatory dependence on U, aris-
ing due to the presence of a magnetic field.

The development of a consistent theory of the phenom-
ena listed above required going beyond the Born approxima-
tion with respect to the interaction of carriers with impuri-
ties, which has been the primary means for calculating the
kinetic coefficients for more than 20 years. This in its turn
lead to an understanding of many details of the electron-
impurity interaction in quantizing magnetic fields.

In this review, we present the results of theoretical and
experimental investigations of the energy spectra and of the
kinetic phenomena occurring in materials with MI states on
impurities with a finite-range potential. The analysis and the
problems studied are examined in the following order. In
Sees. 2-3, we discuss the spectral structure of MI states of
different types of negative ions: 1) the spectrum of a particle
with an isotropic effective mass in the potential of a neutral
atom with small radius; 2) the spectrum of MI states of the
H~ ion in a strong magnetic field; 3) the spectrum of an
electron with a markedly anisotropic effective mass in the
potential of a short-range impurity center. In Sees. 4 and 5,
we analyze the oscillatory effects arising in systems of carri-
ers with field-induced MI states. In Sec. 4, we examine pho-
toabsorption on MI states of neutral impurities with a short
radius, but arbitrary depth. We investigate the frequency-
field dependences of the coefficient of absorption for all
types of transitions of carriers between quasibound MI states
and states in the continuous spectrum, as well as the depen-
dence of the absorption coefficient on the depth of the impu-
rity potential. In Sec. 5, we study the magnetic-impurity os-
cillations of kinetic coefficients in materials with a markedly
anisotropic effective mass of charge carriers. We show that
all kinetic coefficients, both in static and time-dependent
fields, undergo specific oscillations as a function of H with a
period proportional to the square root of the magnetic-field
intensity.

When light is absorbed by MI states in such systems, the
behavior of the absorption curve depends on the parities of
the initial and final MI states, which are determined by the
magnitude of the magnetic-field intensity. In Sec. 6, we re-
view the current theory of transverse galvanomagnetic phe-
nomena, arising due to the interaction of carriers with neu-
tral impurities in quantizing magnetic fields.

We shall obtain a general formula for the transverse
conductivity, expressed in terms of the matrix elements of
the scattering operators for scattering of an electron by a
center in an axisymmetric gauge. We shall then show that in
the case of scattering of electrons by Coulomb centers with a
large screening radius, the transverse conductivity has a very
different temperature-dependence as a function of the char-
acteristic energies of carriers, radius of the screening impuri-
ty and its Bohr radius, and the magnetic field intensity. This
change is related to the change in the nature of the scattering
of particles by impurities from weakly perturbed at very high
temperatures to resonant at very low temperatures. In this
section we also study the oscillations of the conductivity,
arising with a change in the depth of the impurity potential
with small radius.
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Finally, in Sec. 7, we briefly report the results of the
experiment described in Ref. 2 and of the experiments in
Refs. 3-5, in which the photoabsorption by MI states of D~
impurities in n-CdS,3 germanium,4 and silicon5 in quantiz-
ing magnetic fields was investigated. In the course of the
presentation, we shall compare the presently available ex-
perimental data with the theory.

2. ENERGY SPECTRA OF MAGNETIC-IMPURITY STATES OF
A WEAKLY BOUND ELECTRON (ISOTROPIC EFFECTIVE
MASS)

a) Properties of the motion of a weakly-bound electron in an
external magnetic field

At the beginning of this section we shall show, follow-
ing Ref. 1, that in a magnetic field an arbitrarily shallow,
attractive impurity potential binds a charged particle, and
then we shall study qualitatively the character of the motion
of a Landau electron in the potential of a center with small
radius and arbitrary depth. Let an electron in a Landau band
N with low energy E^tf/m*^ = fuoH [N + (1/2)]
+ (tfk 2/2m*)) be scattered by an impurity, described by the

potential U (r) < 0 with a radius rc that is short compared to
the magnetic radius of the electron L = -^cfi/eH. Since the
wavelength of the particle is much larger than the radius of
the impurity, in calculating the scattering amplitude we
shall make the substitution

U(r) (2.1)

ai is the scattering length for an electron with orbital angular
momentum / scattered by the potential U with H = 0.

For the potential (2.1), the amplitude Fmn of the transi-
tion of an electron between states m and «in a magnetic field
reduces to the sum of the terms of a geometric progression.
Calculating this sum, we obtain

fito.
A!=0

4))""]}"'

a = a0/L is a dimensionless constant characterizing the in-
teraction of the carrier with the center in a magnetic field.
Afmax is determined from the requirement that the smallest
term in parentheses in (2.1) remain nonnegative.

The right side of (2.2) has poles in the complex k plane:

[l-ia.2-1/2£(/V-/tf)-1/2], (2.3)

corresponding, fora <0and |a|<l, to a quasibound MI lev-
el in the N band. This level lies below the bottom of the TV th
Landau band at the depth AE = — (a2/2)fuoH and has a
width 7 ,̂ =2-1/2|a|32(7V-M)~1/2feH. The appearance
of the system of levels (2.3) is explained by the fact that the
magnetic field, by restricting the transverse motion of the
electron, reduces the effective potential of the center to a
symmetrical one-dimensional potential, in which there al-
ways exists a shallow weakly bound state for the values of the
parameter a indicated above. The appearance of an imagi-

nary part in the energy for TV > 0 is related to the possibility
that the particle escapes into the continuous spectrum of the
lower M<N Landau bands. The "nonstandard" depen-
dence of the width on the interaction constants FN ooa3 is a
result of the actual one-dimensionality of the problem. The
result (2.2) was obtained independently by Skobov.6 The
magnetic-impurity states, obtained in the approximation of
Refs. 1 and 6, correspond to the model of a center with zero
range and perturbation theory with respect to the scattering
length.

For a potential U with an arbitrarily small, but finite
range rc ^0, aside from the level (2.3), a system of shallow
(krc 4,1) quasibound MI levels,7'8 classified according to the
projection of the angular momentum of the electron m^O
along the field, arises below the bottom of any Landau band.
As the depth of the impurity potential increases, the spec-
trum of such states is restructured.9"11 The qualitative pic-
ture of this phenomenon is as follows: let a shallow level with
angular momentum /, so that in the corresponding wave
scattering is anomalously large, be present in the potential
U (r). In the absence of an accidental degeneracy with respect
to /, the energy interval between levels corresponding to dif-
ferent values of the angular momentum of the electron
bound to the impurity is of the order of ~f?/m*r2

c

^fuctff = ft2/m*L 2, which indicates the smallness of their
mixing by the field. For this reason, the orbital angular mo-
mentum, in spite of the absence of spherical symmetry
(H 7^0), is almost a "good" quantum number. We shall de-
note the effective radius of localization of the weakly-bound
electron in the absence of a magnetic field by R/.It is quite
obvious that for depths of the impurity potential for which
R, <L, the effect of the magnetic field on the particle in the
region of its localization is insignificant, and the spectrum is
determined by the potential U. On the other hand, for large
localization radii R, >L, the motion of the electron in a plane
perpendicular to H is determined by the magnetic field,
while the motion along H is determined by the potential of
the center averaged over the transverse motion. For this rea-
son, the energy spectrum is restructured for values of C/such
that R, £ L: a small change in the depth of the center has a
large effect on the binding energy of the particle.

b) Structure of the energy spectrum

The MI states of an electron in a shallow (| U \ 4f2/m * r2,)
impurity with a short (rc <L) radius were investigated in
Refs. 7, 8, 12, and 13, and for an impurity potential with
arbitrary depth, approximated by a rectangular well with
small radius, in Refs. 9 and 10. A model-independent meth-
od for calculating the spectra of weakly bound states of a
particle with an arbitrary angular momentum in external
fields was developed in Ref. 11 (see Appendix). We shall de-
scribe, following Refs. 7-14,11 the general behavior of the
spectrum of MI states of a short-range potential (see Figs. 1-
3).

"The states of the lowest Landau band with 1 = 0 were first studied in
detail by Demkov and Drukarev in the approximation of a zero-range
potential.14
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II

FIG. 1. Dependence of the energy of the MI level with l = m = N=Oon
the depth of the impurity potential10 (£ = -Jm*\U'\/ff -rc).

The spectrum is characterized by the number of the
Landau band N, the orbital angular momentum /, and the
projection of the angular momentum m; it does not depend
on the specific form of the potential, and is determined by
two parameters of the center: the scattering length a, and the
effective radius r,.u The depth at which a level with fixed m
lies below the bottom of the Landau band N^L 2/rL

c de-
pends, for a small depth of the impurity potential, in a pow-
er-law fashion on the magnetic-field intensity, it has the fol-
lowing order of magnitude (m<0)

N+\m\ -12

7j2|Tni-}-2 /T A\oo H \IA)

and it increases with the band number N, on the whole, pro-
portionally to JV2|m|. The width of these levels decreases
with increasing \m\ according to a power law8

FIG. 3. Dependence of Re E on Im£ for MI level N = l ,m = / = 0.'

r™~~ = • iai3
/2

X -r-
6lm| (jV+|m|)!

23lml-N\ ( |m|)« N\kl(N — /

FIG. 2. Dependence of the energy of the MI level N=0, — m = / = / on
the depth of the impurity potential.10

(2.5)

and increases with TV as ocN3 l m l +|1/21. The expressions for
the shift of the level and the width for m > 0 are obtained
from (2.4) and (2.5) by making the substitution N + \m -+N.
According to (2.4) and (2.5), there is only one state, corre-
sponding to a given projection of the angular momentum,
below the bottom of each Landau band. This property is
specific to the spectrum of MI states of a particle with an
isotropic effective mass in a short-range potential.

As the depth of the impurity potential increases, the
energy of the MI levels decreases and their width increases.
For states characterized by zero angular momentum and
N>0, the splitting of a level from the bottom of the N-th
band and its width rapidly become equal (see Fig. 3), while
for the uppermost m / 0 projections of the angular momen-
tum the width of the level down to a narrow region near the
bottom of the (N — l)-st Landau band is less than its depth,"
due to the centrifugal barrier. At the same time, any Landau
band N has one truly bound state with the projection of the
angular momentum m = N. As the well approaches any of
the resonances with given / (a,—>oo) the MI level with
| m | = / in the N band lies at a fixed depth, which depends on
the value of the orbital angular momentum. As U increases
further, the MI levels of an arbitrary ./V band "fall through"
the bottom of the zero Landau band, going over into the
characteristic impurity states corresponding to H = 0.

Then, for depths of the potential for which the scatter-
ing length a, vanishes, quasibound MI levels with angular
momentum projections m \ = I appear once again below the
bottom of each band. For a, < 0 and \a, \ <L2l + ', their split-
ting away from the bottom of the band and their width are
determined by the formulas obtained from perturbation the-
ory with respect to the scattering length11-27:

#21+2
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,3i+5/2 (2.6)

which completely correspond to the results (2.4)-(2.5) for the
case of a shallow impurity. At an exact resonance of the
potential (a, = oo) the levels lie below the bottom of the Lan-
dau band at a fixed depth determined by the value of the
quantum number /. (The position of the level near the reso-
nance (a, — oo) is determined by the value of the effective
radius r, .10) In the post-resonance region (a/>0, r2.'"1"1

<c; <<L 2'+ ' ) , when even in the absence of H there is a shal-
low bound state, the magnetic field only gives rise to its dia-
and paramagnetic shift, while the MI levels with | m \ = I are
absent in the higher bands. Finally, in the case a, Sr^'+',
a, > 0, the well does not have a shallow level and such a level
does not appear when the magnetic field is switched on.

c) Magnetic impurity states on hydrogen atoms

As H increases and as the Larmor radius L becomes
comparable to the dimensions of the neutral impurity, the
magnetic field begins to determine the nature of the motion
of the atomic electrons themselves. The spectrum of MI
states of an electron on a hydrogen atom in the presence of a
very weak magnetic field v0~ '=(1/2) ln(aB/L )>>! was ob-
tained analytically in Ref. 17. The lowest Landau band and
considerably different values of the projections of the angu-
lar momentum of the atomic and of the additional electrons
(\m > |ma t |~l) , which permitted neglecting exchange ef-
fects, were examined. The region of localization of the atom-
ic electron under conditions of such a strong magnetic field
is strongly elongated along H—its cross-sectional area has
the characteristic dimensions pM ~L, while the longitudi-
nal dimensions is of the order of zat ~ vaaB >L. The MI levels
have a different functional dependence on the intensity of
the field and on the projection of the angular momentum of
the electron, determined by the region of its transverse local-
ization, peS = TJ\m L. The spectrum of MI states of the H~
ion has primarily a power-law dependence on H and m for
absolute magnitudes of the projection of the angular mo-
mentum which are much larger than the ratio zat /pM

2m*
11 Vn / VftflD \ 3

: = ~&T^rl i/T^Tr j '
(2.7)

and primarily a logarithmic dependence for small values of
the modulus of the projection of the angular momentum

ft = -*!.. (in ;̂  .2
«B V Y\m\ L I 'Y\m\

In ^ > 1 H l<]/i^r.<Zat|pat~ajBv0|/,.
V |m| L

(2.8)

The binding energy of an electron bound by a hydrogen
atom was calculated by numerical methods in Ref. 1 8. It was
found that the bound state of the electron on a neutral atom,
existing in the absence of a magnetic field, vanishes for large
values of H. Heavy atoms were examined by the self-consis-
tent field method in Ref. 19 and, according to Ref. 19, the

bound state of an electron on an atom remains even in the
limit of a strong magnetic field. The asymptotic extension of
formula (2.9) to values \m\~l agrees well with the results of
calculations performed in Refs. 17 and 19.

3. SPECTRUM OF A WEAKLY-BOUND LANDAU ELECTRON
WITH A PRONOUNCED ANISOTROPY OF THE EFFECTIVE
MASS

In this section we shall show that when the effective
mass of a charge carrier in an attractive potential with short
radius has a pronounced anisotropy, a fundamentally new
type of magnetic-impurity states appears.20 These states dis-
appear both when the magnetic field is switched off and
when the anisotropy parameter of the masses decreases. For
a given projection of the orbital angular momentum, not
one, but a system of MI levels, which transform as H de-
creases into the continuous spectrum with period
oo//'1"1'+ l|/2, appears below the bottom of each Landau
band. The specific nature of such states is also manifested in
the character of the scattering of carriers in the material,
since the one-dimensional well becomes transparent when a
zero-energy level appears in it.21 This, in its turn, leads to
oscillations of all kinetic coefficients, determined by scatter-
ing of carriers by these centers (see Sec. 5), primarily with a
period oo T[H~, which distinguishes them from the Gurevich-
Firsov magnetophonon oscillations22 and the Shubnikov-de
Haas oscillations,23 with a period <x H ~~'.

We shall examine the spectrum of states of an electron
whose mass is markedly anisotropic (m1=m2^mi

•</n|| = m3), in a magnetic field oriented along the long axis
of the energy ellipsoid H||/MH and spherically symmetrical
attractive potential U(r) < 0 with radius rc <L. The motion
of the electron in the plane perpendicular to H for sufficient-
ly low transverse mass is always determined by the magnetic
field, while the motion along H is determined by the poten-
tial of the center, averaged over the transverse motion,

??(Z)= J pfl&m (P) */ (P, (3.1)

(RNm is a function which describes the radial motion in a
magnetic field), which for the case of a center with a short
radius rc <L can be represented as the product of a power-
law function of H and a function which depends on the longi-
tudinal coordinate z||H,

(3.2)

The potential U%(z) is an even function of z and drops off
over characteristic distances of the order of the range of the
potential of the center rc. For a sufficiently large longitudi-
nal mass

(3.3)

the one-dimensional well (3.2) contains many levels. This is
the key difference between the spectrum of MI states of car-
riers with markedly anisotropic mass and the spectrum of an
electron whose effective mass is isotropic. The number of
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quasibound MI levels in the potential (3.2) below the bottom
of any Landau band (for fixed H ) increases with the anisotro-
py parameter of the masses m\\ /m± .

The second characteristic of the spectrum of MI states
of particles with markedly anisotropic effective mass is the
dependence of the number of levels on the intensity of the
magnetic field. The depth of the well (3.2) decreases as H
decreases cc//|m| + 1, while MI levels with period
TH <* (#£)1/2 *H(]m] + 1)/2 leave the well.

The spectrum can be calculated in an analytic form only
for some models of impurity potentials, in particular, for a
screened Coulomb potential with m = 0 and the lowest Lan-
dau band. The corresponding one-dimensional potential
(3.2) has the form

where x is the dielectric permittivity. The spectrum of MI
levels of the potential (3.4) is determined by the equation ( Jis
a Bessel function)

(3.5)

from which it follows in the asymptotic limit x(H )> 1 that for
magnetic field intensities

H n*ch* (n + -L\2 (3.6)n ~ 32em|1r*£70 \
n^ 2 ) [ '

a level with zero energy appears in the one-dimensional po-
tential (3.4). The periodicity of the appearance of states with
zero energy is proportional to

The range of values ofH for which two neighboring MI lev-
els cross the boundary of the continuous spectrum equals

dHn n. (3.7)

Substitution of the parameters of the electrons and shallow
impurities n-Ge into (3.7) (m\\/mL = 19.5, U0 = 10~2 eV,
rc = 4-10~7 cm) gives the interval AHn = 4.6-104G-n.

4. PHOTOABSORPTION BY MAGNETIC IMPURITY STATES
OF AN ELECTRON WITH AN ISOTROPIC EFFECTIVE MASS

In this section we shall study the problem of absorption
of light by MI states of an electron with an isotropic effective
mass in a potential with a short range. We shall first investi-
gate the frequency dependence of the coefficient of absorp-
tion of the electromagnetic field of a system of noninteract-
ing carriers in the presence of a shallow (\U|</rVw*/f)
impurity potential and a quantizing magnetic field. Then,
for centers with a small radius (rc <£,), we shall analyze the
dependence of the absorption on the depth of the impurities,
without making the assumption that they are shallow. As
will be shown below, in intervals of depths of the impurity
potential corresponding to the presence of shallow real or
virtual MI levels in the ground and higher-order Landau

bands the frequency dependence of the absorption is oscilla-
tory, i.e., peaks situated at distances close to &>H appear on
the absorption curve. In this case, for centers of arbitrary
depth the frequency dependence of the coefficient of absorp-
tion is the same as for shallow impurities, and the positions
of the peaks on the absorption curve are determined by the
frequencies at which, in the initial and final states, the charge
carriers are resonantly scattered by the MI states. If, on the
other hand, there are no such MI levels, then the peaks in the
absorption vanish. All these questions are of interest in
studying the properties of D~ and A+ centers in semicon-
ductors,3"5 deep impurities whose optical properties can of-
ten be described by the model of a short-range potential, H~
ions, and a number of other objects. In studying them, we
shall restrict our analysis for simplicity to the case of mutu-
ally perpendicular electric and magnetic fields.

In the absence of an impurity, absorption of a weak
long-wavelength electromagnetic field by carriers can occur
according to the selection rules for the dipole moment, only
in their transitions between neighboring Landau bands
(N+z(N ±_ 1). The center, mixing different bands, opens up
additional absorption channels in any transitions Nl-^-N2- If
the impurity potential is shallow, then MI levels with arbi-
trary m occur below the bottom of any Landau band. As we
already mentioned, the states of the upper bands with projec-
tion of the angular momentum m ^= N are quasibound and, in
addition, their width is by a factor of \a <1 smaller than
their depth above the bottom of the corresponding band. The
ground MI level lies below the bottom of the zeroth Landau
band and corresponds to zero projection of the angular mo-
mentum. In a quantizing magnetic field, primarily the states
of the continuous spectrum and the truly bound MI states of
the lowest band are populated. Four types of transitions of
carriers between states of the continuous spectrum (C) and of
the quasibound (QB) states contribute to absorption8-24 (see
Fig. 4):

a) continuous spectrum—^continuous spectrum (C—*C);
b) continuous spectrum—Kjuasibound states (C—*QB);
c) bound states—^continuous spectrum (B—»C);
d) bound states—Kjuasibound states (B—>QB).

Transitions of the electron out of the initial (B) state into
the continuous spectrum of the first band, as well as (QB) and
(C) states of the higher (Ar>2) bands represents photodetach-
ment of the electron, while absorption in transitions of the
type (C—>C, QB) between zero Landau bands and Landau
bands with N>2 are harmonics of the cyclotron resonance.

'**>„ (#+•*•)\"
\
t^
1
Co

ft

/J

*̂•*
///////

//////s

to

t

^
// //s .

«"'

t

^
//////, 1/s//

"£

FIG. 4. Diagram of the electronic transitions responsible for the resonant
absorption of an electromagnetic field.24
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FIG. 5. Diagram of excitations of an electron into a Landau band N,
responsible for resonant absorption in transitions of the type C— »C.

Absorption of the field by transitions of the type (C— >C)
between 0 and 1 bands proceeds against the background of
the usual cyclotron resonance and is of no special interest.
The frequency dependence of the absorption coefficient can
be easily understood using the example of any of the four
types of transitions indicated above. Thus, for transitions of
the type (C— »C) between the zero Landau bands and the
bands with N>2 (harmonics of the cyclotron resonance), ac-
cording to the selection rules for the dipole moment, reso-
nance absorption occurs only along one of the channels (Fig.
5): 1) the center without changing m virtually excites the
electron from the zeroth band to the (N + 1 )-st band, while
the electric field (changing m-+m — 1) excites the electron
into the N-th resonance band; 2) The center excites the elec-
tron out of the zeroth band into the (N — 1 )-st band, while
the field (changing m according to m-*m + 1) transfers it
into the 7V-th band. 3) The electric field transfers the electron
from the band k = 0 into the band k = 1 (m-^-m + 1), while
the center transfers it into the N-th band. For simplicity, we
shall assume, making use of the short-range nature of the
potential, that the center affects only the motion of electrons
with the smallest impact parameters (m = 0). In this case,
the resonant component of the coefficient of absorption, re-
lated to the transition of the electron into the highest possi-
ble band, represents the sum of three terms, corresponding
to the three possible channels for resonance transfer24:

(T, Aw) - AN -4=- \ de exP<-"/r> _ 9 (e + h Aeo)
'

Aw = (o — A'(OH

(d is the Heaviside function), and has a very simple physical
interpretation. The integral over the energies arises due to
the averaging over the initial states of the electron.21 The
integrand includes the product of the initial (e~1/2) and final
(e + fiA(»)~1/2 state densities by the coefficient of transmis-
sion of the electron

2)Here and everywhere below, it is assumed that the carriers are described
by Boltzmann statistics.

through a shallow one-dimensional potential, which con-
tains an MI level with energy \AE \ = (a2/2}fuaH. For the
first and second transfer channels, De, referring to the low-
est Landau band, enters into (4.1) and for the third channel
De + M*, for the final TV band enters into (4.1) (see Fig. 5).

We shall now analyze the contour of the absorption line
in different ranges of temperature and frequency detunings.
In the range of high, compared to the energy of the ground
MI level, temperatures and large detunings of the frequency,
the coefficient of absorption reproduces the behavior of the
density of final states:

• H(i>H < T < ft Aco. (4.2)

With the temperature remaining constant, as the frequency
decreases (the transmission coefficients, as before, are close
to one), the square-root dependence is replaced by a logarith-
mic one

9^1n- ', (4.3)

and the coefficient of absorption is determined by the density
of both the initial and final states. Finally, for very small
frequency detunings,

i^ ln-

(4.4)

the coefficient of absorption no longer depends on the fre-
quency detuning, and the logarithmic peak (4.3) becomes a
logarithmic constant, whose value is determined by the ener-
gy of the MI level. The limiting cases of large frequency
detunings (4.2) and (4.3) correspond to the Born approxima-
tion25'26 with respect to the interaction of carriers with the
impurities.

For temperatures at which the initial energy of the lon-
gitudinal motion of the electron is much lower than the ener-
gy of the ground MI state, for frequency detunings fiAco&T,
the contour of the absorption line is determined by the
expression (see Fig. 6)

I f* J\ -g / ijj l>

•i = (jv_i)2 K T"

T7 <C -«- ^<BH, ftAco,

/Aft

(4.5)

while in the opposite limiting case of very small frequency
detuning, the absorption coefficient approaches zero:

FIG. 6. Contour of the absorption line of harmonics of the cyclotron
resonance at very low temperatures in transitions of the type C—»C.24
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(4.6)

The absorption at low temperatures (4.5) has a peak at ener-
gies of the electron in the final Landau band equal to the
energy of the ground MI level. The same quantity deter-
mines both the temperature behavior of the absorption coef-
ficient and its frequency dependence (with fixed T), accord-
ing to the analysis performed. The components of the
coefficient of absorption for transitions of the type (C—>-QB)
and (B—*-C) (photodetachment of the electron) are also deter-
mined by the product of the state density for the electrons,
the transmission coefficients in the initial or final states
through the one-dimensional well containing the MI level,
and the distribution function. It is evident that both i;0^*38

and rjB~~c have maxima for frequency detunings corre-
sponding to the energies of the MI states. For large detun-
ings for transitions of the type (B—>C), the coefficient of ab-
sorption reproduces the behavior of the density of final states
rjB~*c <x(Aa>)~112, while rjc~^~>B drops off exponentially due
to the tail of the electron distribution function (Fig. 7). Final-
ly, in transitions of the type (B—>-QB), the resonant compo-
nent of the absorption coefficient near the peak, correspond-
ing to the transition of carriers into the quasibound MI states
of the band N> 1 with m = + 1, has a Breit-Wigner charac-
ter, while when the bottom of the Landau band is ap-
proached from the peak from below, this dependence be-
comes more complicated27 (see below).

We shall now examine the dependence of the absorption
coefficient on the depth of the impurity potential U.15 We
shall start with transitions of the type (B-*QB) from the
ground state (/ = m = 0) of the lowest Landau band into the
quasibound MI state (/ = m \ = 1) of the N-th band. If the
depth of the center is such that the MI state with | m \ = 1 has
a small width (this will occur for a1 <0 and |a, <%L3), then
independently of whether the ground state is induced by the
magnetic field (a0 < 0) or is a characteristic impurity state
(a0 > 0), the absorption coefficient has a sharp peak at the
frequency of the resonance transition with the same depen-
dence on a>. Only the factor characterizing the "strength" of
the interaction of the electron with the center (see Table I)
changes. Near the maximum the frequency dependence of
the resonant component of the absorption coefficient15'27

(4.7)
/

V
-V
) (Re A£̂ )2

is described by the Breit-Wigner formula with width
rl

N<xfuoH N1/2\al/L \3, in the line wing it is replaced by a
hyperbolic dependence. As the depth of the potential in-

TABLE I.

FIG. 7. Dependence of the resonance component of the absorption coeffi-
cient on the frequency of light in transitions of the type B—>C and
C-^QB24(<i>± =(oH(N±a2/2).

creases (al<Q,\a^\—>•<») the width P1
N increases and, near

the resonance of the well with the angular momentum equal
to one it is of the order of F1

N oc fmH (N - l)2/3(rc/L )2I\
while the resonance absorption becomes indistinguishable
from the background. The ratio of the maximum of the reso-
nant component of the absorption coefficient to the back-
ground component is determined by the ratio of the shift in
the energy of the final MI state to its width:

: t\ background '
Re ASS

(4.8)

With the transition into the region of still greater depths of
the potential U, the MI state of the N-th band with / = 1 falls
through the bottom of the zeroth Landau band and the ab-
sorption oscillations vanish. Finally, if the impurity poten-
tial is such that the scattering length al > 0, but at <£,3, the
resonant absorption peak (B->QB) is also absent.27 (In this
case, the sign in front of the square root in the denominator
changes.)

In transitions of the type (B—>C) from the ground MI
bound state into the continuous spectrum of the band N>1,
for depths of the impurity potential such that the scattering
length with / = 1 is very small (\Nat\^L3, a^O), the fre-
quency dependence of the resonant component (?7B^C) is giv-
en by the formulas of the shallow potential,24 i.e., near the
threshold the absorption coefficient grows in a square-root
fashion (JJB^C «-^Aea); on the line wing it exhibits a square
root drop-off, reproducing the behavior of the density of fi-
nal states; and there is maximum in the region of a> corre-
sponding to resonance scattering of the electron in the final
state by a one-dimensional shallow potential. The square-
root growth of i]B~~c near the threshold is a result of the
following circumstance: the resonant component of the ab-
sorption coefficient is proportional to the product of the den-
sity of final states of the electron (Aa}~1/2 by the coefficient
of its transmission through a shallow one-dimensional 8 po-
tential (DAm), which for low energies (Aa^Q) gives the indi-
cated frequency dependence. The dependence of r/B^c on
the character of the ground MI level is the same as in the case
of absorption in transitions of the type (B—*QB) (see Table I).

No. of region

Nature of the ground
state

Scattering length a0
^B-.-QB, B-»C

l

Field-induced MI
level

a0<0, |a0|<£

« K:£ |3

2

Resonance MI states

a0%0, |o0|>.L
<x(0.13+0.2Z.:a0)

3

Characteristic states
of the impurity

Z>00>0
«2-^L:aa
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In transitions of the type (C->QB) from the lowest Lan-
dau band N = 0 into the resonant band N (with a change in
the projection of the angular momentum m = 0—>\m\ = 1 or
m = — 1—»w = 0), the frequency dependence of the reso-
nant component of the absorption coefficient has an oscilla-
tory character only for depths U corresponding to the pres-
ence of shallow MI states with / = 0 and 1=1 (i.e., with
a0<0, a0\^L,at<0,\al <£3). In the opposite case, either
the penetration of the MI level below the bottom of the ze-
roth band or vanishing of the coefficient of transmission of
the electron through the corresponding one-dimensional
barrier suppresses the oscillations. The same also holds for
absorption in transitions of the (C—>C) type.

5. MAGNETIC-IMPURITY OSCILLATIONS IN THE CASE OF A
MARKEDLY ANISOTROPIC ENERGY SPECTRUM OF
CARRIERS

The theory of MI oscillations in materials with a mar-
kedly anisotropic effective mass of charge carriers was devel-
oped in Refs. 20, 28, and 29. The physical reason for such
oscillations (see Sec. 3) lies in the fact that with a large longi-
tudinal mass of the electron (m\\ ||H), in a one-dimensional
impurity potential If" (z) a system of MI levels, appears
which is controlled by the field H and whose number in-
creases with increasing anisotropy parameter of the masses.
As the magnetic field intensity decreases, levels with period
CC//OH + !)/2 gO over mto the continuous spectrum. If an
electron (with the same m} is scattered by such a potential,
then for it the well becomes transparent at the moment that a
zero-energy level appears. In this case, all kinetic coeffi-
cients, determined by scattering, oscillate as a function of H.
We emphasize that the oscillations under discussion are a
result of two factors: the marked anisotropy of the effective
mass and the finiteness of the range of the impurity potential,
which leads to the existence of a restricted number of MI
states in a one-dimensional well. In a purely Coulomb prob-
lem, even with a pronounced anisotropy of the effective
mass, due to the infinite bunching of bound MI states toward
the continuum, the oscillations are absent, although a radi-
cal restructuring of the spectrum occurs in the magnetic
field.30

In the case of centers with a small radius (rc 4.L ), the
kinetic coefficients are determined primarily by carriers
with the smallest impact parameter (m = 0), while the oscil-
lations have a distinct periodicity with a period a;Hl>2. For
impurities with arbitrary radius rc > L, due to the competing
contribution of states with different m, the oscillations are
smoothed out. We shall first discuss the behavior of the lon-
gitudinal and transverse static conductivities. The longitudi-
nal conductivity is determined by the flux of electrons re-
flected from the center20:

(5.1)

/is the distribution function for electrons over the longitudi-
nal energy E, T ~m is the matrix element of the scattering
operator for scattering by the potential
Um(z),£ = tfk/2m. The transverse conductivity is also

expressed in terms of T operators20'31'32 (see Sec. 6):

oo

T-(— I") 2 (m + l)\T-»>-T-m-i]*. (5.2)
0 rn=0

For weak mixing of Landau levels by a separate scatterer
(C/eff<fe1 = fieH/mLc) the calculation of T~ m reduces to
the solution of the one-dimensional Schroedinger equation
with the potential U" (z). For an impurity potential in the
form of a screened Coulomb potential (see (3.4)-(3.5)), this
gives simple analytic expressions for the longitudinal and
transverse conductivities in the asymptotic limit of a very
large longitudinal mass, ;f(/f)=(2rc/L )-2m
and low temperatures

e de-

20-29

cos2 2x (H)

gm~T~™. (5.3)

a (H) <*> F de ( - -ff-) (1 +sin 2x (g)) (1 -sin 2x (g) + "'V2)
'JV \ ' J V 3e / cos22x (#) + v2ji2

0

(5.4)

It follows from (5.3) that for values of the magnetic field
intensity satisfying relation 2%(H) = ir[n + (1/2)], the coeffi-
cient of reflection of electrons with m — 0 from the well van-
ishes and the longitudinal conductivity increases. This oc-
curs each time when a level with zero energy appears in the
one-dimensional potential UQ(Z) (compare with (3.6)). The
amplitude of the oscillations is bounded due to the fact that
states with the highest values of the projection of the angular
momentum contribute to the scattering. The transverse con-
ductivity (5.4) likewise oscillates; in addition, ayy vanishes
for values of H corresponding to odd n = 2k + 1, and
reaches a maximum for even values n = 2k. This behavior is
explained by the different parity of the wave functions of the
bound states in a one-dimensional well for successive values
of n. The period of the oscillations of the conductivities (5.3)
and (5.4) is proportional to the square-root of the magnetic-
field intensity. We note that for values of H corresponding to
the existence of an MI level with zero energy in a one-dimen-
sional potential U°(z), the longitudinal magnetoresistance
has a minimum. This leads to the appearance of a negative
longitudinal magnetoresistance for values of the magnetic
field intensity close to (3.6):

p,l

Pi , (0)
p||=azz'.

The absorption by MI states of carriers with markedly
anisotropic effective mass also exhibits a number of peculiar-
ities.28'29 Thus, with intraband absorption of light in parallel
fields in transitions of the (B—»C) type from the ground MI
state into the continuous spectrum of the lowest Landau
band, the absorption coefficient either approaches zero ac-
cording to a square-root law 77 cc ^Aa> or becomes infinite
77 oc (Ao})~in (Fig. 8), depending on whether the even or the
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FIG. 8. Dependence of the coefficient of intraband absorption in parallel
fields on the frequency of light in the case of a markedly anisotropic effec-
tive mass of the electron. The depth of the well corresponds to the presence
of an MI level with energy close to zero. 1) odd-even transition; 2) even-
even transition.

odd level goes over into the continuous spectrum. This dif-
ference in the behavior of 17 is explained by the fact that in the
presence of an odd level with zero energy the wave function
within the well of a slow electron undergoing scattering is
almost odd, the transition from the even ground state under
the action of the electric field E0||H||z is allowed, the one-
dimensional well is transparent, i.e., the transmission coeffi-
cient equals unity, and due to the density of final states rj
diverges in a square-root fashion. In the presence of an even
MI level of zero energy, on the other hand, the wave function
of the slow electron in the well is primarily even, and its odd
component approaches zero with decreasing energy of the
electron. For this reason, due to the oddness with respect toz
of the operator characterizing the interaction of the electron
with the field E0, the absorption coefficient vanishes as

The coefficient of interband (N=Q-+N=l,
m = 0— >m = + 1) absorption in transitions of the (C— »QB)
type in transverse fields behaves in a similar manner. The
upper MI state, characterized by a nonzero projection of the
angular momentum, is a shallow state by virtue of the condi-
tion rc 4.L and, correspondingly, it is even. For this reason, if
an odd MI level approaches the boundary of the continuous
spectrum of the lowest Landau band, then the wave func-
tions of the initial and final states have a different parity with
respect to z, and rjc~*s approaches zero in a square-root fash-
ion. If, on the other hand, the level with zero energy in the
zeroth band is even, then the wave functions have the same
parity with respect to z, their overlap integral is small, and
due to the density of initial states TJC^B diverges in a square-
root fashion (see Fig. 8).

For interband transitions (N=0->-N= 1, m = 0-^m
= + 1) of the (B— >-C) type in transverse fields the behavior
of the absorption coefficient likewise differs considerably de-
pending on the parity of the initial bound MI state. If the
initial state is odd, then near the threshold of absorption we
have a square-root dependence

served, but in the tail the dependence of the absorption coef-
ficient turns out to be different: 77 a (Aco)~5/2.

The possibilities of observing the oscillations under
study are most favorable in group-IV semiconductors Ge
and Si, in which the effective mass of carriers is markedly
anisotropic. In the case of shallow hydrogen-like impurities
in Ge, the corresponding one-dimensional potential U°(z)
has four MI levels20 for H = 4-105 G. As the magnetic field
intensity drops to H = 4-104 G, three of the MI levels leave
the well. This indicates that as H varies up to the value indi-
cated, three oscillations should be observed experimentally.
Here, it is useful to make the following remark. Since real
semiconductors have multivalley structures, the contribu-
tion to absorption (or conductivity) of "foreign" valleys de-
termines the background, since in them due to the absence of
axial symmetry states with different projections of the orbi-
tal angular momentum m are mixed. To eliminate the back-
ground, it is useful to observe oscillations in samples subject-
ed to strain, which permits "pumping" electrons over into
the main (m\\ ||H) valley.

In concluding this section we note that Eaves, et al.,3 in
the case of scattering of free carriers by electron drops in a
magnetic field in Ge, and Nicholas et al.,34 in the case of
scattering of carriers by impenetrable cylindrical impurities
in InSb, observed periodic oscillations of the conductivity
with period JW arising due to the size effect, i.e., due to the
resonant behavior of the scattering amplitude for scattering
by an impenetrable impurity with magnetic field intensities
such that V2rc/L = tr(n + y),n= 0,1,2,..., and rc >L.

6. TRANSVERSE CONDUCTIVITY ON DEFECTS WITH FINITE
RADIUS

a) General formula for transverse conductivity

It is well known that in free space an electron placed in
crossed E01H electric and magnetic fields drifts in a direc-
tion perpendicular to the plane of the fields. Only its colli-
sion with some defects in the material will lead to the appear-
ance of a dissipative—along the electric field—component
of the current. The transverse conductivity (or the coeffi-
cient of diffusion related to it by Einstein's relations) charac-
terizing this component is usually calculated in a quantizing
magnetic field using Titeica's formula35 in the representa-
tion of Landau numbers:

co — \AE2n +l\,
(Aco = CO — COH), while in the absorption line wing
rj°c(A<t))~3/2. In the opposite case of an even MI state, the
previous dependence of rj near the threshold should be ob-

a, a'

(6.1)

(as={N, y0,pz} is the set of Landau quantum numbers, <pa

and j>a are the wave functions of the electron for free motion
and in the scattering problem, respectively; U(r) is an arbi-
trary scattering potential), which represents the mean-
square displacement of the electron along the field as a result
of collisions.

The Landau gauge is very convenient and, as a rule, is
used to obtain the general formulas for the conductivity,
since the Schroedinger equation for the electron in crossed
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fields can be solved exactly in this gauge. However, the anal-
ysis of the scattering problem in this gauge is usually restrict-
ed to perturbation theory. A calculation of the transverse
conductivity (6.1) with the scattering probability found in
the Born approximation leads in a quantized magnetic field
to the appearance of a logarithmic divergence at low ener-
gies, due to the large density of states of the electron
g(e) oc E~ 1/2 for low e—>-0 energies. Skobov36 was the first to
show3' that going beyond perturbation theory in the case of
scatterers with a zero radius automatically eliminates the
divergence. We note that according to Ref. 36 the cutoff of
the divergence in a occurs at energies of the order of the
energy of the MI state of the electron in the field of an isolat-
ed center. At the same time, if in the high-temperature case
there arises a natural lower limit in the logarithmically di-
verging expression for the conductivity, then in the low-tem-
perature limit the nature of the dependence a(H,T] itself
changes. It is evident, however, that Landau's gauge does
not take into account the natural axial symmetry of the prob-
lem in all cases of scattering of carriers by spherically sym-
metrical defects.

It turns out that it is possible to go beyond the Born
approximation and to obtain temperature-field dependences
of the transverse conductivity over a wide temperature range
and wide range of quantizing magnetic fields for the case of
scatterers with finite, but arbitrary radius by transforming to
an axisymmetrical gauge.31'32'38 The idea of this transforma-
tion is this: the diagonal component of the transverse con-
ductivity tensor has the form39 (Kubo)

°^ = -2^r<sPp^ \ AE „ a ., "»-

\Tj;F-Tj;p-l\ *(m+l), (6.3)
m=0

(6.2)

H = H0 + 'S.aU(\r — 'Ra\) is the total Hamiltonian of the
system in the absence of an electric field, v is the volume, p is
the density matrix of the electron, and v is the electron veloc-
ity operator. The notation ( . . . ) indicates averaging over
the position of the impurities. In the approximation
frr~ * •< T, where T is the momentum relaxation time of the
carrier, the current in the system is the product of the vol-
ume-averaged current from an isolated scatterer by the num-
ber of scatterers in the volume. In finding the current from
an isolated impurity the Hamiltonian H must be replaced by
the Hamiltonian of the single-center problem Hl. In the
expression obtained in this case from (6.2), we shall take the
trace with respect to the complete system of functions of the
single-center problem. As a result, we arrive at a formula for
the transverse conductivity, expressed in terms of the func-
tions of the axial gauge41'31'32

Ak dfe'6 (e-e') — -

T m are the matrix elements of the scattering operator for
an electron scattered by an isolated impurity in an axisym-
metrical gauge, «0 is the density of scatterers, and E = tfk 2/
2m* is the energy of longitudinal motion of the electron.

b) The case of a screened Coulomb impurity potential

The calculation of the transverse conductivity accord-
ing to formula (6.3) permits obtaining the dependence
ayy (T,H) for arbitrarily low temperature 0 < T^fuoH in quan-
tizing magnetic fields, if we know the solution of the single-
center scattering problem in the axisymmetrical gauge (see
Refs. 17,20,27, 38,40, and 41, which are concerned with the
analysis of scattering in different potentials). Attractive
screened Coulomb centers are of greatest interest, because
the effect of the nature of scattering of carriers on the con-
ductivity is most clearly manifested here.32 (The coefficient
of diffusion is calculated for a number of other impurity po-
tentials in Ref. 38.) We shall restrict our analysis to the case
of impurities with a large screening radius rc >aB and very
strong magnetic field aB >L. The last condition permits neg-
lecting the excitation of electrons into the higher-order Lan-
dau bands. Neglecting such excitation leads to the one-di-
mensionality of scattering of an electron by an isolated
center. In this case, the carrier with impact parameters
p = V2|m| L moves in the effective potential

J7"> l,\ ^ f2 6XP (-' \m\ (6.4)

and finding the matrix elements of the scattering operators T
reduces to solving the one-dimensional Schroedinger equa-
tion with the potential (6.4). Comparing (6.4) with the energy
ec = ff/m*!^ it is easy to see that the one-dimensional wells
If" (z) are deep for particles with impact parameters
p<pc = rc ln(rc /aB ) and they are shallow for p > pc . It is
also evident that as the impact parameter increases the
strength of the potential (6.4) decreases, which leads to a
transfer of bound states into the continuous spectrum.5' In
this case, in the low-energy range e-gec the scattering of elec-
trons with impact parameters corresponding to the presence
of a shallow level in If" (z) has a resonant character.32

We will not present the details of the calculation of the
transverse conductivity. We shall instead give a general de-
scription of its behavior.6*'32'38 Excluding the case of very
low temperatures, we can identify the following regions of
electron energies, where the dependences cr(T,H } differ con-
siderably:

I. Region of resonant scattering of carriers:

At such temperatures, the transverse conductivity is deter-

3)Using the Landau gauge.
"'Formula (6.3) is essentially identical to formula (18.19) obtained in Ref.

37 and expressed in terms of the phase shifts of the scattered waves (in a
one-dimensional problem) of different parity, but it is much more con-
venient in performing actual calculations.20'3238

"The situation here is analogous to that examined in Sec. 3 for MI states of
particles with markedly anisotropic effective mass.

6)The regions of applicability of the results in Ref. 32 are clarified in Ref.
35 and the appearance of the logarithmic dependence ooln TlnH (6.10)
at high temperatures is pointed out.
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mined by the carriers being scattered resonantly by deep
wells.

II. Region of quasiclassical scattering:

(6.6)

b) eB

(6.7)

where £B is the Bohr energy of the electron. The transverse
conductivity is determined by carriers with impact param-
eters /0>aB > for which scattering in the entire temperature
interval ec ̂ T^£B is quasiclassical, and forward scattering
makes the main contribution to a. In this case, in the energy
range a), in calculating the quasiclassical phase of the scat-
tering we can neglect the energy of the electron, while in the
region b) it must be included.

III. Region of perturbation theory:

The first term in the transverse conductivity arises due to the
contribution to a from electrons whose energies greatly ex-
ceed the Bohr energy, and the second term is due to carriers
with energy £<,£B. The temperature-field dependence of the
transverse conductivity (6.8) is determined by a number of
parameters. If the screening radius of the impurity is large
enough, so that ln2(rc/aB)>ln(/>

c/£) ln(7YeB), then the de-
pendence

aB „ co #-27-3/2 in* .!£- co #-27-3/2 (69)
"» 0B ' '

holds. If, on the other hand, the temperature is high enough
or the magnetic field is strong enough, i.e., ln(rc/L) ln(7Y
£B)>ln2(rc/aB), then the dependence of the transverse con-
ductivity on H and T is proportional to In T and In H

ayv co #-27-3/2 In T In H. (6.10)

The formula for the transverse conductivity, first obtained
by Adams and Goldstein42 in the Born approximation with
respect to the interaction of carriers with the Coulomb
centers, had the form

where £min is some (unknown) energy. From the analysis
performed it follows that the basic temperature-field depen-
dence of the conductivity aocH~2T~3/2, found in Ref. 42, is
valid beginning with much lower temperature £BaB/
rc<r<fB, and only the functional dependence of the loga-
rithmic factors changes. In addition, as the screening radius
of the impurity increases, the emergence of a into the loga-
rithmic regime (6.10) is increasingly delayed.

c) Impurity oscillation effects

In the case of impurities with small radius (rc <L ), the
matrix elements of the scattering operator can be found for
an arbitrary depth of the potential.10'11 The main contribu-
tion to the transverse conductivity on such centers comes

from S electrons, which are incident with minimum impact
parameter. The neglect of the contribution of carriers with
the highest projections of the angular momentum reduces
(6.3) to the expression

(Tj/Ti —
(m*T)3r2 . aM — •

. e
0

exp (-S./T)

"0

L

(6.12)

while at low temperatures,

first obtained by Skobov.36 The physical interpretation of
the last formula is very simple. The integrand in (6.12) con-
sists of the product of the densities of initial (e~1/2) and final
(£~112) states of the electron by the coefficient of transmis-
sion of the electron through the effective one-dimensional 8
potential. For a0<0 and \a <1, i.e., in the presence of a
shallow MI level on the impurity the transverse conductivity
carriers direct information on its energy. Indeed, at high
temperatures we have a logarithmic dependence of a on the
magnetic field intensity and on the whole a power-law de-
pendence on the temperature:

^K(aH, (6.13)

(6.14)

the dependence of the conductivity on T and H is purely a
power-law dependence. Since the energy AE = — (a2/
2]fui)H, for | a <1, is the energy of the bound MI state in the
field of a short-range center, it follows from here that the
temperature-field dependence a(T,H} reflects the structure
of the spectrum of the MI states.

The behavior of the transverse and longitudinal con-
ductivities as a function of the depth of an isolated carrier
with small radius rc <L was investigated in Ref. 10. Oscilla-
tions have been observed in a\ U) near the resonance depths
of the center |a0| £L ^T /fuoH >rc, which intensify with in-
creasing temperature—the amplitude of the peaks increases,
but the width decreases (see Fig. 9). According to (6.12), in

"»«# r?

FIG. 9. Dependence of the longitudinal and transverse conductivities on
the depth of the impurity potential of small radius rc <L at high tempera-
tures. 10
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the case of centers with a small radius the conductivity

(6.15)

represents the product of two factors, the first of which, in-
creasing as oc |a0|

2, is the square of the electron-impurity
interaction constant, and the second, which decreases with
increasing a0|2, is the coefficient of transmission of the elec-
tron with characteristic kinetic energy ~ T through an effec-
tive one-dimensional 5 potential, arising due to the com-
bined action of the center and of the magnetic field. As |a0|

2

increases from zero to infinity (6.15) increases, approaching
a constant value

hta. (6.16)

which corresponds to the relative amplitude of the oscilla-
tions shown in Fig. 9. The width of the peak of the oscilla-
tions is easily obtained from (6.15). Indeed, near the reso-
nance a0 oc rc /A U, and from here, estimating the effective
value of A U from the condition that the first and second
terms in the denominator (6.15) are equal, we find that the
width of the peak is proportional to (rc/L )^fKOH/T < 1. The
maximum longitudinal conductivity occurs for values of U
where a0 = 0. In this case, electrons with m = 0 do not
"feel" the center (T° = 0), and the state with m = — 1 con-
tributes to the conductivity. The matrix element T ~', in this
case, is of the order of ~ rc /L

 2, which gives a relative ampli-
tude of oscillations <x | T ~' | ~2 oc L 4/r*.

7. EXPERIMENTS

a) Magnetic impurity oscillations in the de Haas-van Alfven
effect

Brandt and Lyubutina investigated the de Haas-van
Alfven oscillations in Bi samples doped with small concen-
trations of donor-type impurities—selenium and tellurium.
The measurements were performed in a uniform magnetic
field, varying in the range 1.5-13 kG and at temperatures of
1.6-4.2 K and 14-20.4 K, on suspended samples with the
trigonal axis perpendicular to the axis of suspension. The
dependence of the torque M on the magnetic field intensity
was measured for different orientations of the field ̂  relative
to the trigonal axis. In a number of cases, a distinct periodic
variation of the amplitude of the oscillations, reminiscent of
a beat pattern (Fig. 10), was observed on curves of the anisot-
ropy of the magnetic susceptibility AX as a function of l/H.
The beats were most distinct in Bi-Te alloys with low impu-
rity concentrations (Fig. 10, 1, 2). As a rule, the frequency of
the beats was proportional to the frequency of the observed
oscillations and constituted 15-20% of the main frequency.
As a result of this, in going over to small sections of the
electronic surface, the period of the beats increases71 and for
orientations of the magnetic field close to the bisector axis,
encompasses practically the entire range of fields from 1.5 to
13 kG.

7'The frequency of oscillations in the de Haas-van Alfven effect is related
to the extremal section S of the Fermi surface, perpendicular to the direc-
tion of the magnetic field, by the relation fl = (c/eH ]S.

1 2 3 tt 5 fOl'H"',G~}

FIG. 10. Dependence A%( 1 / H ) for Bi-Te and Bi-Se alloys, according to
Ref. 2. \fi is the angle between the field H and the trigonal axis of the
sample. The computed concentrations of impurities in at. % and the an-
gles are: 1—g-KT4 Te, $ = 165°; 2—8-l(T4 Te, V = 140°; 3—8-KT4 Te,
<A = 78°; 4—5.3-1CT3 Se, ^=160°; 5—2.4-Kr3 Te, ,£=160°; 6—
1.6-l(r4Te, ^= 155°.

An explanation of the beats was proposed in Ref. 43
(Ermolaev, Kaganov) and their theory for the model of shal-
low impurities is developed in Refs. 12 and 13. According to
Ref. 43, beating2 is a result of a superposition of two oscilla-
tory dependences. One is due to the system of Landau levels
and the other to the system of quasibound MI levels, induced
by the magnetic field on neutral donor impurities. Beats ap-
pear when the system of MI levels crosses the electronic Fer-
mi surface. The presence of such MI levels leads to a change
in the electronic density of states, as a result of which, in
their turn, oscillatory corrections to the thermodynamic
quantities appear.12-13 In the approximation which is linear
with respect to the impurity concentration (zero radius) and
temperatures which are much smaller than the Fermi energy

, this correction to the free energy has the form12

(7.1)

x
cos [2np (ep-

sh (2n?pT/h<oH)

(TF = tfa>H/*\AE °N
 3/24/2 is the lifetime of an electron). As

follows from (7.1), the frequency of the oscillations, arising
due to quasibound MI levels is greater than the frequency of
the fundamental oscillations by the amount
8fl=fl [\AE°N\/ef]. The angular dependences of the
beats were analyzed in Ref. 13 and the effect of the anisotro-
py of the effective mass of the carriers in the model of a
shallow impurity potential with small but finite radius was
taken into account. The theory12'13 describes well the quali-
tative characteristics of the phenomena observed in Ref. 2
and also confirmed by two experimental facts: the vanishing
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of beats when donor-type impurities are replaced by accep-
tor-type impurities (the quasibound MI levels also disap-
pear) and the stability of the beats relative to the technology
used to prepare the samples.8' To obtain a quantitative agree-
ment between theory and experiment, however, it is appar-
ently necessary to perform calculations outside the frame-
work of the Born impurity potential12'13 and to use a general
approach to find the energies of the MI levels.11

b) Photodetachment of an electron from magnetic impurity
states of D impurities

Aside from bismuth, MI states of negative ions have
been observed in samples of n-CdS3 and the group-IV semi-
conductors Ge4 and Si5 by measuring the photoabsorption in
D~ centers in a quantizing magnetic field. As we have al-
ready mentioned above, in Refs. 3 and 5 a series of peaks
situated at distances close to COH and related to the participa-
tion of successive Landau bands in the absorption was ob-
served in the curve of the cross section for photodecay of D~
ions a11 (a) oc r/(a>). (Analogous oscillations were observed in
Ref. 45 for negative sulfur ions S~.) In all the experiments
enumerated above attempts were made to determine the
binding energy Et (H} of D ~ ions from the dependence a** (a>)
obtained. In the experiments performed by Cohn and co-
workers on n-CdS, doped with shallow donor impurities, the
carriers had a temperature of 1.4 K, while the magnetic field
varied over the range 30-126 kG. The cross section for pho-
todetachment3 was virtually independent of the orientation
of H relative to the crystallographic axes of the sample and
represented the sum of two components, one of which de-
scribed the cyclotron resonance absorption line with the ef-
fective electron mass m* = (0.194 + 0.005) me, while the
second corresponded to some variable effective mass, vary-
ingfrom (0.130 ± 0.005) me at# = 30 kG to (0.170 + 0.005)
me for//= 126 kG. Larsen16 proposed that the second com-
ponent is due to absorption accompanying photodetach-
ment of the electron from the ground MI level of a neutral
impurity. To calculate the dependence of the energy of this
level on the magnetic field intensity, Larsen16 used a trial
wave function with three adjustable parameters. For H ^ 0,
the calculation16 gives good agreement between theory and
experiment, but in the absence of a magnetic field there is a
somewhat larger disagreement between the computed and
observed values of the energy.

Since the effective mass of the electron in n-CdS is a
scalar, in order to describe the ground MI level of the D~
impurity, the theory in Refs. 14, 10, and 11 was applied di-
rectly in Ref. 3. The dependence of the energy e, of this level,
measured from the bottom of the first Landau band (and
measured in rydbergs R ) on the magnetic field intensity
y = fa)f{/2R, in accordance with Refs. 11 and 14, is given by
the equation (see Appendix)

n.l/2 Y
\ l / 2 n „ f

(7.2)(8J-2V)1/2
 2

12e?/2

0.2.0 -

0,0 ff 0.10 0.15

8)Analogous2 oscillatory dependences, stemming from the appearance of
quasibound MI levels, must also appear in the thermogalvanomagnetic
coefficients in metals.44

FIG. 11. Dependence of the binding energy of the D ~ ion on H in n-CdS.
The continuous curve shows the measurements3; 1) Larsen's calcula-
tion,16 2) calculation in Refs. 10 and 14.

where aB is the Bohr radius of the neutral impurity. The
ratios aB /c0 and /o/aB

 can be determined from independent
experiments. They can be found from any two points.3 In so
doing, to within several percent, the terms proportional to r0

can be dropped. The ratio aB /a0 obtained from one experi-
mental point3 (Y = 0.1, e, = 0.32) equals 0.193. Substituting
the ratio found into the left side of (7.2), we obtain an equa-
tion for determining the dependence £, (y). Figure 11 shows a
comparison of the results of the calculation using formula
(7.2) with the experimental data from Ref. 3 and Larsen's
results.16 In the absence of a magnetic field (y = 0), the ex-
perimental value of the binding energy efxp = 0.0555, the
calculation using formula (7.2) gives the quantity £,theor

= 0.372, while in Larsen's model £^ar = 0.051. An analo-
gous approach to the analysis of the data on the dependence
of the binding energy of D ~ ions on H in Ge4 and Si5 likewise
gives quite good agreement between theory and experiment.
In this case, it is necessary to take into account carefully the
anisotropy of the effective mass of the carriers in the semi-
conductors as well as the contribution of all valleys.

With regard to measurement of the dependence Et (H},
we must make the following remark.9' Its determination by a
direct method is, in principle, a determination of the thresh-
old absorption frequency <oth in the dependence a" (ca).3'5 It
was proposed in Ref. 3 that <oth lies below the first maxi-
mum, and in Refs. 4, 5 it was proposed that it coincides with
the maximum. If, however, the depth of the impurity is such
that fl] <0, then a quasibound MI state with |m| = / = 1 is
present below the bottom of any Landau band. In this case,
the absorption curve near the bottom of any band has two
peaks: one at a frequency corresponding to the transition of
the electron into this state and less than COH , and the other at
a frequency greater than COH and corresponding to resonant
scattering by this MI level (see Fig. 4). If, on the other hand,
a, > 0, then there is only one peak occurring at a frequency
greater than a>H. In other words, (oth can lie both above and
below the first maximum, and its determination requires
more detailed experiments. We note also that in order to
analyze the oscillations it is desirable to perform measure-
ments with circular polarization, since in linear polariza-
tion3"5 peaks with m = ± 1 are superposed.

"The following arguments were formulated by Yu. A. Gurvich and A. S.
Zil'bermints.27
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FIG. 12. Dependence of the coefficient of photodetachment of an electron
from the ground state of As~ in Si on the intensity of the magnetic field.5

The concentration of neutral As impurities is 6-1014 cm~3; T= 1.46 K.

The distance Aa>H between neighboring peaks in the
absorption curve5 (Figs. 12, 13) was calculated in Ref. 27.
According to Ref. 27, almost all A<L>H do not coincide with
the cyclotron frequency a>H and, as a rule, Aa>H <a>H. This
corresponds to the situation when the scattering length al is
negative, i.e., to the absence of a purely impurity bound state
with angular momentum / = 1 in a zero magnetic field (and
the presence of MI levels with \m \ = / = 1 for.// ^0). In this
case, the deviation of Ao)H from a>H reaches tens of percent,
i.e., errors are clearly present in the measurements. For this
reason,27 the maxima in the absorption in Ref. 5 are due to
the lower peaks, while the threshold frequency must lie
above the first maximum. The relation between the maxima
of the peaks in the photoconductivity qualitatively coincides
with the results of the calculation in Ref. 27. Thus, both in
the case of As (see Fig. 12) and Li (see Fig. 13) impurities in a
field ofH = 2T, the peak corresponding to the transition of
the electron in a D~ impurity into the Landau band N = 1
must be the highest peak, and as H increases the maxima of

6.0 T

peaks with N = 0 and N = 1 must tend to become equal,
which does in fact occur in experiments.5

The pattern of peaks in the photoionization cross sec-
tion of isolated D~ impurities in a quantizing magnetic field
was also observed in Ge doped with Sb and As. The tempera-
ture of the samples was 0.35 K, the neutral impurity concen-
trations was 5-1013 cm~3 (Sb) and 6-1013 cm~3 (As), and the
magnetic field varied over the range 0-20 kG. Oscillations
(whose maximum number reaches four), arising in fields of
the order of 5 kG, are clearly evident in the absorption
curves.4 However, for a number of reasons it is difficult to
make comparisons between the experiments described in
Ref. 4 and the theory.16-27

We have presented the current ideas concerning the
spectra of MI states of impurity potentials with finite range
and the kinetic phenomena occurring in systems which con-
tain such states. It appears to us that from the point of view
of a qualitative description of physical processes which are
due to the appearance of such states, the general features of
the theory are complete. However, its quantitative agree-
ment with experiment is only in an initial stage and will re-
quire an analysis of the effect of different collective mecha-
nisms of broadening in the interaction of carriers with
isolated impurities. Some efforts to study the effects of multi-
ple scattering of carriers by impurities and phonons have
been made,46"^8 but these questions have not been investigat-
ed in detail.

It appears to us that the possibility of the realization of
magnetic-field controllable MI states of charged particles on
neutral impurities opens up great prospects in three impor-
tant directions: first, in connection with the study of deep
impurities in semiconductors and especially in dielectrics,
where the mechanisms responsible for the formation of the
impurity potential are entirely unclear, the presence of such
states permits performing direct experiments designed to
clarify these mechanisms; second, in connection with the
extraordinary interest shown recently in the development of
active systems, where the use of materials with magnetic-
field-induced MI states permits creating relatively simply a
population inversion of the levels; and, third, in investiga-
tions of the theory of metal-insulator phase transitions in
disordered systems containing such MI states.

The author takes this opportunity to thank L. P. Pi-
taevskii for encouragement in writing this review and for a
number of useful remarks, and V. F. Elesin, Yu. M. Kagan,
I. B. Levinson, V. N. Sobakin, and I. S. Shapiro for discus-
sions.

APPENDIX11

We examine the problem of determining the energy
spectrum of weakly-bound states (shallow real or quasidis-
crete levels) of a particle described by the Hamiltonian

(r) = r), (A.1)

FIG. 13. Dependence of the coefficient of photodetachment of an electron
from the ground state of Li~ in Si on the intensity of the magnetic field.6

The concentration of neutral Li impurities is 6-1014 cm~3; T' = 1.46 K.

where U(r) is a short-range central potential with radius rc,
and V{ can describe both the action of the external field and
the interaction with other centers, which can themselves
bind the particle. Weakly bound states are states with energy
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E = ffk 2/2m*<#!/m* r2.. The interaction V{ in the region
r$rc is assumed to be weak (Vt<1f-/m*ri

c}, varying consid-
erably only over distances £f>rc and admitting an exact
solution of the Schroedinger equation with the Hamiltonian
Ht.

In this problem, the Schroedinger equation has an exact
solution both at large (/>rc) distances, where U = 0, and at
small distances (r^L f), where V{ can be neglected, so that the
problem becomes spherically symmetrical and we can use
the effective-radius approximation.21 The energy spectrum
is determined from the condition of joining the solutions in
the region of overlapping

< r < min {L,, ir1}.

To solve the problem of joining, which involves the
characteristic feature of the problem — the presence of a
shallow level in the field U, we first introduce the complete
system G \m (r,£ ) of solutions of the Schroedinger equation
with the Hamiltonian H f as follows. We require that, togeth-
er with satisfying the boundary condition as r— K» (damped
or outgoing wave), these solutions in the limit r— >0 contain
singular terms of the form r ~ ' ' ~ ' Y,,m, (n) only with / ' = /,
m' = m. Also, in the region (A.2)

I'm-

(A.3)

The indicated boundary conditions, generally speaking,
uniquely determine both G \m and A |m

m .
For r>rc , the wave function of the state sought is repre-

sented in the form ^=2C,.m. G\.m.; in addition, the
asymptotic form (A.3) can be used in the region (A.2). At the
same time, in this region, if we proceed from the side of small
r, we have21

For a uniform magnetic field, in view of the conserva-
tion of /z, (A. 6) decomposes into (21 + 1) independent rela-
tions. For m = ± / we have

m=T, (r, E)

r'=°' (A-7>
E = E — fi6)H(\m + m), and G0 is the Green's function of a
particle in a uniform magnetic field. By comparing (A.3) and
(A. 7) we find A Jm

m', after which (A. 6) gives the equation for
determining the energies of MI states with m = ± /:

(A.2) _J_+r| .£,*_

di

(A.8)

Setting / = 0 in (A.8), we arrive at an equation determin-
ing the behavior of the MI level N= I = m =0

where f is the Riemann zeta function. This equation differs
from the equation in Ref. 14 by the presence of a term that
takes into account the finiteness of the radius of the center.
Using the approximate expression for the f function14

("I ' 5) = ~

(A. 10)

and introducing the variables 7 = feyH/2R and £, = [(3/
?, we obtain Eq. (7.2) from (A.9).

, (A.4)
0,

where S,, a,, and r, are the phase shift, scattering length, and
effective radius for the potential U. If there is a shallow level
with angular momentum / in U(r), then in this partial wave
the scattering is anomalously large, the phsaes <5/v, are
small and in (A.4) the singular terms <x r ~'' ~l with I'^l can
be dropped. Joining the wave function in the region (A.2), we
find that Crm. ̂ 0 only for / ' = / and in this case C/m = Clm

and

^ I'm- , <A'5)

m'

The condition for the existence of a nontrivial solution of
this system is

det{[ ;r + r'~¥2~ E1 ̂ mm'~A In' (E> f)}=° (A--6)

and represents the relation determining the energy spec-
trum.10'11 (Here A £ = (21 - 1)!!(2/ + 1)!! A £').

""The method is described in detail in Ref. 49.
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